Philanthropic Sector Weekly Update 8 May 2020
Purpose of this update
Philanthropy New Zealand is releasing a weekly update to share philanthropic and grantmaking
activity and insight as the sector seeks to support communities in the wake of COVID-19. This update
is a general public document, provided to Ministers, Government, funders, community groups and
media.

Key point for Government
•

Social Service Providers Aotearoa, the New Zealand Council of Christian Social Services and
Philanthropy New Zealand sent a letter to Government requesting that the identified
underfunding of social services provided by NGOs and iwi/Māori organisations be addressed in
the Government Budget. It also asked that social services, which Government contracts to
deliver essential services, have a formal role in the Government’s recovery strategy and
implementation. The funding gap was estimated by research last year to be about $630m
annually, and Government was reviewing its social service funding and contracting model in
response. However, the added service demand pressure and costs many social services now face
and increased difficulty in accessing alternative sources of funding make the issue urgent.

Points for philanthropic funders and grantmakers
•

•
•

We are hearing about a lag in community groups applying for some philanthropic response
funds due to their current delivery pressure or being too uncertain about the future to consider
forward activities. Community organisations have highlighted the need for support in reorienting
to deliver their purpose and operations in light of COVID-19 and its economic impacts.
Ethnic community representatives have encouraged funders to support community awareness
of available help and funding for ethnic groups. The Office of Ethnic Affairs at the Department of
Internal Affairs has also encouraged people to contact them to find out what help is available.
A national psychosocial support plan for COVID-19 is being developed. It provides high-level
guidance to agencies, service providers and community groups involved in preventing
psychosocial distress, co-ordinating or providing psychosocial support, and delivering mental
health and addiction services.

For the community sector
A survey of the community sector to collect a comprehensive picture of the impact of COVID-19 is in
design phase and expected to be in the field in late May. Hui E! Community Aotearoa, Volunteering
New Zealand, the Centre for Social Impact and Philanthropy New Zealand are producing the survey
to:
•
•

Understand the impact of Covid-19 on the community sector;
Inform community, philanthropic, government and business sector decision making, advocacy
and support for charities and community organisations; and
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•

Provide a baseline for future surveys to assess longer-term impacts.

The organisations are talking with other groups involved in community sector data collection and
will be incorporating data from more specific surveys (e.g. those of particular geographical areas or
particular causes) and these will be fed into the results.
We will be encouraging people to share the survey to get the best possible snapshot and will put
effort into distributing the data widely. If you’ve got questions or would like to know more, please
contact: Rochelle Stewart-Allen (Hui E! Community Aotearoa), Michelle Kitney (Volunteering NZ),
Monica Briggs (Centre for Social Impact), Sue McCabe (Philanthropy NZ).

The philanthropic landscape
Community needs
Rural and farming communities
Emergency Management Groups have reported growing concern for mental health in rural and
farming communities due to drought conditions in some regions, shortage of stock feed and a
reduced opportunity to destock. Some farmers are struggling to attract workers given their remote
location. ANZ has also cut its milk price forecast for next season by 70 cents a kilogram as global
dairy prices continue to weaken in the global economic climate. The Rural Support Trust network
have counselling services available at 0800 787 254.
The Ministry for Primary Industries has reported an increase in the number of companion animals
being given away or euthanised due to difficulties meeting vet bills. Winter feed remains an issue,
with higher stock numbers and lower feed availability due to the February floods.
One bright spot is that COVID-19 is accelerating moves to hold livestock sales online. Nearly 2000
farmers have signed up to buy and sell animals through virtual saleyard, Bidr, a subsidiary of PGG
Wrightson. Reported benefits are that animals don't leave the farm until after they are sold, which
reduces stress on the stock and saves on cartage.
Community transport
Buses currently have limited capacity (due to social distancing requirements) resulting in people
reporting being left behind in some areas. Several regional transport services have warned that as
timetables return to normal but social distancing requirements likely remain, there is no guarantee
of getting a seat. Wellington Regional Council have also pointed out a further issue and that is that
even if they were able to roll out more buses, there is not enough available drivers given 12% of bus
drivers in Wellington are over the age of 70 and therefore are not working at the moment. This is an
issue to actively consider into Level 2 given the return of larger numbers of passengers travelling to
work and children to school and the impact on vulnerable populations who need to use public
transport.
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Racism and discrimination
Since January, there have been many reports of Chinese and Asian people in New Zealand
experiencing racism and xenophobia because of COVID-19. These reports continued through the
level 4 lockdown. Of the more than 250 COVID-19 related complaints received by the Human Rights
Commission, 34% of them are race related.
The Human Rights Commission has asked the Government to address racism as part of the COVID-19
response including explicit public messaging, and to prioritise the development of a national action
plan against racism. It has also made wider recommendations on how to put human rights and Te
Tiriti at the forefront of the recovery effort in this new report: Human Rights and Te Tiriti o
Waitangi:COVID-19 and Alert Level 4

Status of Community Organisations
Social sector
The Western Bay of Plenty Social Sector Survey findings released this week provide an insight to
some of the dynamics impacting social sector providers during Level 4 lockdown. 14% of social
sector provider agencies in their region who responded to the survey stopped delivering services
altogether. These services mainly related to seniors, sports and recreation, educational support and
the environment.
The biggest changes for providers were stopping face-to-face services (82% of respondents);
followed by enabling remote working for staff (63%); and starting online client services for the first
time (53%).
In terms of service adaption, changing needs within communities over this time saw 10% of agencies
taking on a role of delivering groceries/medications or medical supplies to households during the
lockdown. Over a third of agencies stopped providing group support during lockdown. One in five
organisations provided more food parcels and meals to their communities. While almost half of
respondents reported their organisations were providing similar or an increased amount of one-one
support.
And when identifying areas that organisations currently need support with, respondents in the
Western Bay of Plenty identified the highest need was for support to consider the implications of
COVID-19 (54%), followed by access to additional funding (45%).
Creative sector
Te Taumata Toi-a-iwi has just released the findings from its survey on the impacts of COVID-19 on
Auckland’s creative sector. The survey of 332 respondents found that more than 80 percent of
participants cancelled an event or service because of COVID-19; around three-quarters had accessed
the government's wage subsidy; and only 39% of respondents are confident that they will still be
working in the creative sector in six months’ time. The full report can be found here.
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Te Taumata Toi-a-iwi has also commissioned a review of funder responses in New Zealand and
internationally which provide insights into how funders might help sustain the creative sector
through the coming period. The review can be found here.
Sports sector
Looking ahead, Sport and Recreation Minister Grant Robertson has signalled that moving to alert
level 2 allows for the opportunity for competitive sport to be played –locally and professionally.
Public health guidelines such as contact tracing and hygiene requirements will be needed. This is
likely to mean modifications to training, play and competition and Sport NZ is working with the
major sporting codes and WorkSafe on how these are put into practice.
Sport NZ is using its cash reserves to offer a $25 million relief package for community and regional
sports bodies. This aims to counter the impacts of the disruption to membership fees being paid
and the lack of class four gaming funds. More information is here.

Response and forward funding
Perpetual Guardian’s COVID-19 Response Fund has offered $1 million in untagged grants to enable
charitable organisations to respond as needed to the crisis. Grants for building capacity, operational
expenses and salaries were encouraged (the type of funding that can be difficult to find). The
application process was short form, and the fund was contributed to by 14 separate charitable trusts
and legacies that Perpetual Guardian manages. Virtual boards around the country made the funding
decisions. Tax Management New Zealand also provided $250,000 of grant funding, using Perpetual
Guardian’s online grant portal and due diligence to make their own decisions. This collaboration
amplified the funds available to the community organisations through one application and Perpetual
Guardian welcomes collaborating in a similar way with other funders in the future. On May 5, the
grants were disbursed to 40 organisations.
Rotorua Trust has made the decision to pay out its operating grants earlier than scheduled. More
than $500,000 was paid out to 99 organisations across Rotorua as part of the operational grants
scheme approved last year. The trust has also supported the development of Te Arawa’s COVID-19
Hub with $40,000 to help it to connect its people through the website, Facebook, and other
channels. The hub brings together 40 hapū, community groups and Government agencies, has the
ability to collect information about whānau needs and respond to them. For other great examples
of how iwi and Māori organisations have been responding on the ground, see here.
Otago Community Trust has had a steady flow of applications to its dedicated COVID-19 Response
Fund with nearly $400,000 of grants awarded to date. The fund is focused on supporting community
organisations meet the additional costs of delivering services, projects or activities to members of
the community ‘most in need’ as a result of COVID-19 and those who are incurring or have incurred
additional costs related to expansion of services as a result of COVID-19.
Whanganui Community Foundation has set up a COVID-19 response fund to support community
organisations cope through the crisis and are showing how small grants of up to $1000 or up to
$5000 can make a difference. An example of a grant recipient is Thrive Whanganui who were about
to launch their third year of mentoring for community and social enterprise leaders prior to
lockdown. Rather than having to push pause, a $5000 grant from Whanganui Community
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Foundation has meant they have been able to adapt their service and hire an Engagement
Coordinator to help with online systems and client engagements.
One local government council has observed that its funding rounds are poorly subscribed to as
organisations aren’t sure if they will be going ahead with events or projects. One strategy being
used to deal with this is to extend application deadlines.
Over in Australia JB Were has produced an outlook for philanthropy over the next two years.
https://www.jbwere.com.au/content/dam/jbwere/documents/where-to-from-here-the-outlookfor-philanthropy-during-covid-19-pdf.pdf

Government packages this week
A Caring for Our Communities workstream is starting to have a higher profile amongst philanthropic
organisations, grantmakers and the wider community sector. This is part of the all of government
response to COVID-19. Government describes the Caring for our Communities workstream as being
established to ensure the welfare needs of individuals, whānau, iwi and communities are met during
the COVID-19 pandemic.
A $20 million fund has been announced to help tertiary learners access digital devices and internet
connections to continue their study which has been disrupted by COVID-19. A recent survey by the
Tertiary Education Commission (TEC) and New Zealand Qualifications Authority (NZQA) shows at
least 11,150 learners do not have the right devices to engage in distance learning and at least 11,350
learners do not have access to broadband internet at home.
The Government has also announced that it will provide interest free loan for a year to small
businesses impacted by the COVID-19 economic shock. The Small Business Cashflow Loan Scheme
will provide assistance of up to $100,000 to firms employing 50 or fewer full-time equivalent
employees. Loans will be interest-free if they are paid back within a year. The interest rate will be
3% for a maximum term of five years. Repayments are not required for the first two years.
Applications are expected to be open from May 12 and businesses will apply for the loan payment
through myIR.
The Government is investing $25 million to speed up the trial and deployment of innovations to help
New Zealand’s response to COVID-19. The COVID-19 Innovation Acceleration Fund is aimed at the
fast development of new products and services that could help to detect, diagnose, treat or prevent
COVID-19, by supporting Research & Development, prototyping and pre-production activities.
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